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From the moment Siyah laid eyes on Kingston "King" Banks she had to have him. She wanted to be in his world, give

him beautiful babies, and live happily ever after as his wife.

It could all be so simple but King would rather make it hard. Siyah has had to prove her love for King despite him

constantly placing limitations and demands on their relationship.

Being the good woman she is Siyah has stood ten toes down. She has been so loyal to King that she takes a charge in

order for him to keep his freedom.

After serving two years in prison she's released and quickly realizes things are different. King has taken drastic steps

to keep his position in the streets. Those same steps has the potential to ruin everything his relationship with Siyah

stands for. Sometimes it only takes one bad decision to give a man a lifetime of regrets. 

With Siyah on the the edge of a mental Breakdown behind King's actions she finds solace elsewhere. In this highly

anticipated finale follow Siyah and King as they fight each other and their enemies in order to save not only their

relationship but their lives as well. 

In the midst of loosing his grip on Siyah, King will realize he needs to change his mean ways before it's too late. Siyah

is struggling with loving him but learning to live without him. She has decided to stop asking why and has grown to

be content with the fact there may never be a King and I.
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